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gested that improvements should not be assessed to local
rates till after the lapse of twenty years, in order that the
making of improvements may not be discouraged. This idea
can be generalised and fashioned into a proposal that property
and the income from property shall remain free from taxation
till twenty years after the property has been created. This
means that the fruits of saving are exempt for twenty years.
The plan is actuarially equivalent (interest being reckoned at
5 per cent) to cutting the rate of tax on saved income by
something more than one-half. It would eliminate a large
part of the differentiation against saving without necessarily
ever causing the general rate of income tax to rise as high as
it would do under a simple exemption of savings. Prima facie
there is much to be said for it.
§ 11. Here again, however, as with the devices discussed
in the preceding chapter, the issue cannot be decided by
analysis alone without reference to administrative technique.
To an outsider it would seem that, when a business man
builds a new factory or when a company starts operations
with a definite amount of subscribed capital, the income
yielded by these investments could, without great difficulty,
be ear-marked as " free of tax " for a defined period of years.
But much new saving is devoted from time to time to en-
larging and developing concerns which already exist. If the
fruits of saving were to be exempted for any period, it would,
therefore, be necessary, in respect of every concern, to analyse
its total income every year and to assign an appropriate part
to the new capital that was invested at each separate date.
This could only be done in practice by highly arbitrary rule-of-
thumb methods. Even so, elaborate machinery would probably
be needed to safeguard the revenue against fraud. But these
are matters for technical experts. No final judgement can be
passed upon the merits of the policy here sketched out except
in collaboration with them.

